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3362 How can I write a function that does the above in a simple way? I am a beginner with C, but as far as I know arrays/vectors are
the right solution. A: Here you go: #include int min(int a,int b) {return (ab)?a:b;} main() { int arr[3] = {1,2,3}; int i,k; printf("%d

",min(arr[i],arr[k])); printf("%d ",max(arr[i],arr[k])); } Basically, if you create a vector, you can use the subscript operator to access
an element of the vector. NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court Wednesday junked a law which gives partial protection to minors and

directed the Centre to amend the law by making it applicable to all children in the age group of 18 months to 18 years. A three-judge
bench headed by Chief Justice H L Dattu and comprising justices A R Dave and Sanjiv Khanna also said the laws providing

protection to children were "almost valueless" due to the amendment that has been lapsed and the apex court directed the Centre and
states to submit suggestions on how it can be amended. The top court laid down guidelines regarding the rights of children and said
the concept of child marriage and the need to protect children should be given "topmost importance". The court also said the states

cannot override the rights of the child and struck down the Protection of Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012.
Additional solicitor general M N Vohra said the government was "satisfied" with the law and it would be referred to the Law
Commission of India to suggest amendments. "Government is of the view that law is a compromise between all and nothing is

perfect. The right of the child must go to the top. But, one side also has a right to live," the bench said. The apex court has directed
the Centre to make the law applicable to all children of 18 months to 18 years, as it was with respect to women and children

belonging to Scheduled Castes and
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U.S. and China Lead the World into the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”? By Jeff JacksonDecember 7, 2018 U.S. President Donald

Trump speaks to members of the U.S. Air Force during a visit to the March Air Force Base in March 2017. The U.S. and China are
set to lead the world into the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” this year, according to an influential think tank, with Washington and

Beijing leading the way in developing new driverless cars, artificial intelligence and 3D printers, as well as nuclear and climate
change technologies. The Fourth Industrial Revolution will be driven by the convergence of AI, cloud computing and autonomous

vehicles, and will result in trillions of dollars of economic impact, said the prestigious, U.K.-based Oxford Martin Unit, part of
Oxford University, in a study published on Monday. The group’s lead researcher, Mark Leonard, said that it is widely assumed that
the emergence of the new era will be led by China, with Chinese firms and factories quickly becoming the dominant force in the

manufacturing sector. “We found evidence of a particularly rapid transition to the Fourth Industrial Revolution in China, where the
momentum is clear,” he said. “By 2030, we found a doubling of investment in manufacturing technology – meaning that a lot of

China’s rapid growth in manufacturing over the last few decades has come from this new tech.” The Fourth Industrial Revolution is
seen to be driven by new technologies, such as the silicon chip that made smartphones and computer processors possible, as well as

3D printing, one of the basic fabricating principles of the new era. The first wave of technological change in the 19th and 20th
centuries was driven by the steam engine, electricity and the internal combustion engine, which then led to the second wave of

technological advances 3e33713323
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